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Early warning systems for detecting changes in marketing metrics over time 

 

By Dieudonné Kantu and Ian Durbach 

 

Our paper examines two important issues in detecting change in marketing metrics. First, we argue 

that predicting change before it occurs in marketing systems is perhaps impossibly difficult, and 

that a more realistic goal is detecting change as soon as possible after it occurs – “early detection”. 

Second, we use real and simulated data to show that statistical methods are not always up to the task 

of early detection. Marketers have two possible choices: collect data more often; or use statistical 

methods in a non-conventional, “aggressive” mode, accepting that some flagged “changes” will be 

false alarms.  
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Introduction 

 

Many marketing metrics are collected regularly over time with a view to tracking brand health. 

Detecting when a metric has changed is key to understanding when and how a brand’s fortune has 

changed, allowing marketers to design strategies that exploit and maintain positive changes and fix 

negative ones. The quicker that a change can be detected, the better. Negative changes in particular 

need to be remedied before they cause significant damage or are exploited by competitors.  

 

In an ideal world, marketing metrics would be able to diagnose change before it actually occurs – 

that is, to be predictive of change. The first part of this paper is devoted to describing why 

predicting change in marketing systems in advance is an extremely difficult, perhaps impossible, 

task. Current approaches are simply not able to do this with the kind of reliability required to be 

practically useful. The goal therefore shifts from predicting change before it happens to detecting it 

as quickly and reliably as possible once it does occur.  

 

Detecting change in the kinds of marketing metrics usually collected in traditional survey research 

is also not an easy task. Traditional statistical methods often fail to detect change fast enough to be 

practically useful. The chief problem here is that statistical methods are by nature conservative. 

They need enough data to be sure that an observed change is “real” and not due to the random 

variation that affects all survey data. Most longitudinal surveys are not repeated often enough to 

build up enough data for anything but the biggest and most obvious changes to be flagged as 

“significant”. Understanding the limitations of conventional survey and statistical methods’ ability 

to detect change is the key to marketers having realistic expectations of what their models will and 

will not be able to achieve. The second part of this paper describes some currently popular methods 

for detecting change, demonstrates what kinds of changes are and are not detectable with these 

methods, and sets out some practical guidelines for marketers. 

 

The final part of the paper introduces a relatively new approach for detecting change in time series, 

called “change-point models”. These assume that an underlying statistical process has generated the 

observed data, and that this data can be partitioned into blocks such that the same process applies 

within each block but different processes apply in different blocks. The beginning of each block 

indicates where a change has occurred. The main advantages of the model are (a) that the number 

and location of change-points are estimated as part of the analysis, so that multiple change-points 

are allowed but it is also possible to have no change-point; (b) that the underlying parameters of the 

process generating the data are estimated along with the locations of the changes, if any; (c) that 

essentially any data type can be handled by the same general approach; and (d) that these 

computations can be performed using a Bayesian approach, allowing users to specify how sensitive 

to changes they want the approach to be. The use of this approach as an early warning system is 

demonstrated with some examples drawn from real survey data. 

 

The limits of prediction 

 

Marketing lore is full of examples of spectacular success and failure. Nearly always, these are 

presented as predictable consequences of choices that were made, and lessons are appropriately 

learned. Hershey’s famously placed their Reese’s Pieces candy in the 1982 film E.T. The 

Extraterrestrial after Mars had turned down a similar offer for their M&M’s. The result was a huge 

spike in sales for Reese’s Pieces and embarrasment for Mars. Lesson learned: be alert to 

opportunities in new media. When Honda discontinued its Accord Hybrid model in 2007 after just 

three unsucessful years, commentators stressed the importance of knowing your target market. 

Hybrid buyers were unwilling to pay a premium for a more powerful but less fuel-efficient car; 
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manufacturers were “unable to expand the public's perception of hybrids beyond high fuel 

economy
1
”.  

 

Why did the undoubtedly talented people at Mars and Honda mess up so badly? Why does the past 

seem so obvious while the future appears so uncertain? What is it that tempts us to think that it is 

always possible, with the right theories and data in hand, to predict what will happen? 

 

One simple but convincing explanation is that it is because the past is unique, and we are very good 

are coming up with reasons for why it happened like it did. This gives the past an appearance of 

being obvious: that events could only have turned out the way that they did. So we think of the 

future as, if not as obvious as the past, then at least something that we should be able to predict with 

good accuracy.  

 

But what makes one explanation of the past better than another is quite different from what makes 

one prediction of the future better. Explanations have to be good stories that do not leave too many 

loose ends. They are not usually chosen on the basis of how well they predict the future, so we 

should not be too surprised when they do badly in this regard. Some of the most dramatic examples 

of this (Mlodinow, 2009) come from the high-stakes world of Hollywood, where studio executives’ 

careers depend on their ability to sense who and what the public will want to see, sometimes years 

into the future. Sherry Lansing’s long tenure as CEO of Paramount came to an end in 2005 after a 

run of big-name flops including The Stepford Wives, Paycheck, and the sequel to Tomb Raider. Her 

past record of picking profitable movies – unmatched in the industry and including huge hits like 

Forrest Gump, Braveheart and Titanic – was not ignored but rather co-opted into a story of an icon 

of the trade who had lost touch with a changing audience. A need to reward success and punish 

failure trumped the awareness of a less-than-perfect link between ability and success. In the wake of 

Lansing’s departure Paramount had its best summer in ten years – on the back of movies that she 

had approved before leaving.  

 

In fact, there are only two conditions in which predictions of the future can be trusted: where 

feedback occurs regularly enough for theories to be repeatedly modified and tested, as with 

negotiations with a regular supplier; or where a large number of smaller predictions can be 

aggregated to obtain a final prediction, for example in polls predicting the outcome of elections. 

Unfortunately many marketing decisions, from the design of advertising campaigns to the crafting 

of overall strategy, are effectively unique, once-off decisions. In environments like these, the 

accuracy of forecasts is likely to be subject to some fundamental limitations.  

 

Thinking about consumer behaviour 

 

To the uninitiated, individual behaviour can look a lot like a game of roulette: there are a number of 

potential outcomes and some are more likely to occur than others, but beyond this it is nearly 

impossible to predict what will happen next. The key finding from recent research (Watts, 2011) is 

that this may be the best way to think about it. There is in all likelihood no set of “rules” that govern 

what some person or market will do next, in the same sense that there are no rules for determining 

what number will come up next in a game of roulette. The search for all-encompassing rules is 

likely to be doomed from the start. 

 

The online movie-rental company Netflix uses one of the world’s most sophisticated targeted 

marketing systems to recommend new movies to its customers. At the heart of this system is a 

method for predicting how much a customer will like a new movie, using a scale from one to five 

stars. How well does Netflix understand its customers? Not quite as well as one might expect. First, 

                                                        
1
 This particular quote is from Jack Nerad, executive market analyst for Kelley Blue Book. Sourced from 

http://www.hybridcars.com/news2/accord-hybrid-dropped-060707.html (accessed 22/08/2012) 
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let’s take a completely naïve prediction, one that just assigns a movie’s current average rating to 

each new customer. To rough approximation, this model gets it wrong by less than one star for 

around two-thirds of its predictions
2
. The ideal, of course, is that all predictions have no error at all. 

By 2006 Netflix had improved on the naïve model by 10%, and offered a $1 million bounty to 

anyone who could achieve a further 10% improvement. It is worth keeping in mind that Netflix 

wasn’t aiming for perfection, just 20% of the way there. Yet it took teams of experts more than 

three years before the prize was finally won. Two full years were spent knocking off the final two 

percent. Small improvements can yield big results to the bottom line, when applied throughout a 

large customer base. But in terms of understanding the behaviour of consumers, a small 

improvement is just that: a small improvement. Measured by the exacting standards of prediction, 

Netflix paid $1 million to discover that 80% of the possible gains are to all intents and purposes 

unattainable.  

 

Understanding the future 

 

The key to understanding prediction is to understand that the future is inherently uncertain and act 

accordingly. Market behaviour really is like roulette, bound by basic rules and laws we understand 

but made up of elements that interact in such complex ways that prediction – at least at the level of 

accuracy we desire – is impossible. In his book Everything is Obvious Duncan Watts draws an 

analogy of the future as a collection of threads, each representing a possible way the future might 

turn out. The past, by contrast, is a single thread, tied to whichever of the future threads is going to 

occur. Because we know that one of the future threads is the “correct” one, it is only natural that we 

should want to know which one it is. If it is possible to reliably identify the right thread, then of 

course this should be the goal of any analysis. But if it is not, then trying to identify the one correct 

thread is not only misguided, but obscures the more useful aim of identifying all the threads, and 

how likely each of them is to occur. The goal of prediction in complex systems is not to identify 

what will occur, but what might occur.  

 

Although these ideas are not new – strategic management tools like scenario planning have 

advocated them for decades – applying them to marketing research brings some valuable insights. 

The first is just how much variability in loyalty one should expect from consumers over relatively 

short sequences of purchases, such as those that are typically measured in surveys. For example, 

suppose a consumer has bought a brand six times in their last ten purchases – how many times 

might they buy it out of the next ten purchases? The surprising answer is that they are almost 

equally likely to buy it anywhere from 4 to 8 times, and any single prediction has at least an 80% 

chance of being wrong.  On this point, there is strong agreement between patterns observed in 

actual purchase data and simple statistical models of that behaviour. Figure 1(a) shows the actual 

behaviour of 1738 shoppers across 16 brands in a consumer goods category over a two-year period. 

Each row considers shoppers who bought a brand a certain number of times in their last ten 

purchases, and shows the proportions of these shoppers who bought that same brand between none 

and ten times in their next ten purchases. Figure 1(b) shows predicted proportions obtained from a 

simple model which treats each purchase decision as a game of chance, using a probability 

distribution called the Dirichlet. Occurrences with a more than 5% chance of happening are 

coloured green; those with a more than 10% chance yellow; and those with a more than 30% chance 

red. The patterns in both figures are remarkably similar, and show that not only is consumer 

behaviour highly variable, but that we should expect it to be, at least for the short sequences that are 

typically recorded by surveys. 

 

                                                        
2
 More specifically, the naïve model has a “root mean square error” of 1.05 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netflix_Prize, 

accessed 22/08/2012). To put this in simpler terms we have made the simplifying assumptions that prediction errors 

show no systemic bias and are normally distributed. 
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Figure 1: Transitions showing relationships between past and future purchase behaviour, based on (a) actual data, (b) 

predictions made using a simple probability model which treats each purchase decision like a game of chance. Each 

row shows the probability that a customer will buy a brand a certain number of times in their next ten purchases, given 

how many times they did so in their last ten purchases. Elements in each row therefore sum to 100. Colouring indicates 

probabilities greater than 5% (green), 10% (yellow), and 30% (red). 

 

The second insight is that there may be fundamental limits to how well future behaviour can be 

predicted. The probabilities in Figure 1 not only indicate how often we can expect certain types of 

purchase behaviour. They also show how often we can expect to be correct if we predict those 

behaviours. At the extremes of behaviour, where a brand is either bought exclusively or not at all, 

most predictions are expected to be correct: 79% and 96% respectively. Everywhere else though, 

predictive accuracy is very poor: in most cases fewer than 25% of predictions will be correct. Of 

course consumers change their behaviour for specific reasons. Understanding those reasons and 

using them to craft strategy is at the core of market research. But understanding why something 

happened is different from predicting what will happen next. The close resemblance of purchase 

behaviour to a game of chance does not mean that it is one. It simply means that predicting what 

reasons will matter next time is extremely, perhaps impossibly, difficult. Setting unrealistic goals or 

searching for ever more complex models that eke out incremental improvements in forecasting 

accuracy may not be the best use of resources. In the case of Netflix, they never implemented their 

million-dollar solution – the expected benefits could not justify the effort involved, even when 

multiplied over millions of customers
3
.  

 

The third insight is about what kinds of information can give marketers a competitive edge. In 

environments where incremental improvements add up – direct marketing and other below-the-line 

channels for example – asking the right questions and having the very best forecasting models is 

crucial. But most above-the-line marketing decisions are not made often enough for small 

differences in accuracy to matter. What counts is being able to detect real changes when they occur 

and react to these faster than your competitors. The best way to do this is to gather data as often as 

possible and be flexible enough to turn that data into action when required. It matters less what 

questions you ask than how often you ask them. Clothing brands, operating in a sector where the 

difficulty of predicting trends is widely accepted, have been among the most enthusiastic adopters 

of this point-of-view. Brands like Zara and Burberry have based their recent success on adopting an 

aggressive digital approach to all aspects of its business, from operations to brand communication. 

Integrating social media with enterprise software means feedback from customers to sales teams to 

product designers and senior management occurs in a fraction of the time it used to, allowing the 

brand to focus on satisfying today’s needs rather than projecting tomorrow’s. Social media offers an 

attractive platform for frequent data collection, but the same aims can also be pursued through more 

conventional channels like surveys and focus groups - possibly offering more depth of 

understanding. 

 

                                                        
3 http://www.techdirt.com/blog/innovation/articles/20120409/03412518422/why-netflix-never-
implemented-algorithm-that-won-netflix-1-million-challenge.shtml. Accessed 22/08/2012. 
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The implication of all this for marketers is clear. Great marketing strategies cannot depend on a 

perfect understanding of what consumers are going to do. Indeed marketing often has to operate in a 

state of relative ignorance. Honda’s failure has not stopped other manufacturers – including 

Mercedes Benz, Porche and Lexus – from launching their own luxury hybrids, betting that this time 

things will be different. Nobody knows what the next Harry Potter, or property bubble, or Arab 

Spring, will look like. Uncertainty is a fundamental part of all strategic planning, something that 

can be reduced but never eliminated. Bringing it out from the shadows will probably not make for 

better forecasts, but it will allow marketers to set realistic goals and design better, more responsive 

business processes to achieve these. 

 

Detecting changes in marketing data 

 

In this section two typical approaches for detecting changes in time series are described and 

evaluated: one is based on traditional statistical methods, and one is drawn from more heuristic 

methods popular in industrial quality control. The problem of detecting change is illustrated using 

two examples typical of longitudinal marketing data, shown graphically in Figure 2: a monthly 

index of public interest or “buzz” in the Apple iPhone and Woolworths, as measured by the number 

of web searches for those terms.  

 

For the iPhone, we examine the period from August 2009 to August 2011, in which a sharp increase 

in popularity in July 2009 (when the iPhone 4 was unveiled) separates two periods of relative 

stability. This is about as easy a detection case as one could hope to find: the change is rapid, large, 

and enduring; and the periods either side of the change are remarkably stable.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Index of interest in the Apple iPhone and Woolworths, as measured by web search popularity (Google trends, 

http://www.google.co.za/trends/, accessed 07/12/2012) 

 

We also track the popularity of the Woolworths brand in South Africa during the period January 

2010 to December 2011. Here it is much less certain whether a real change has occurred. There is a 

clear suggestion of a decline in fortune from 2010 to 2011, but drawing a firm conclusion is harder. 

If you, in eye-balling the graph, conclude that there is a clear decline, it is worth asking: when is the 

earliest date at which you would feel comfortable drawing this conclusion? January 2011? March 

2011? Later?  

 

False positives, false negatives 

 

What, intuitively, makes the change in Woolworths’ popularity more difficult to detect? Three 

things, we argue: 

 

1. the variability of the series before the change (making the drop in January 2011 difficult to 

interpret);  

2. the presence of an immediate “recovery” (to March/April 2011);  
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3. the presence of a certain amount of contradictory evidence (the relatively bad month in July 

2010, the good month in December 2011).  

 

All three features increase the chance that a claim that “there has been a change” is wrong. This 

type of error is called a “false positive”, and it gets far less attention from marketers than it 

deserves. Marketers are usually more concerned with missing a change when it really does occur, 

called a “false negative” error. The types of conclusions that models can draw, and their associated 

successes and failures, are shown in Table 1. In reality, an event (a change, say) either has or has 

not happened. Similarly, any model will either conclude that a change has or has not happened (it 

will diagnose the event as “true” or “false” respectively). Where the model matches reality it is of 

course correct; otherwise it makes either a false positive or false negative error, also known as Type 

1 and 2 errors in statistical jargon. 

 

 

Diagnosed as true Diagnosed as false 

True in reality 

True positive 

(correct) 

False negative 

(Type 2 error) 

False in reality 

False positive 

(Type 1 error) 

True negative 

(correct) 

 

Table 1: Classification of model error types 

 

Sales pitches often highlight case studies where some change did occur, and one method was able to 

detect it while other methods did not. This line of thinking focuses only on events that actually did 

happen (the top row of Table 1). It will tend to favour methods that give highest “true positive” 

rates (or, what amounts to the same thing, low “false negative” rates).  

 

Diagnosing change when it happens is a vital job. But as Table 1 shows, it is also only one side of 

the evaluation coin. It ignores all the false alarms that might have been raised in the process. 

Models selected only on the basis of false negatives/true positives will tend to be overly sensitive. 

As the false negative rate decreases, the false positive rate increases, other things being equal – and 

vice versa. To make this point clear, a simple approach that always claims that a change has 

occurred will have the best possible false negative rate, zero! Yet nobody would claim that such a 

“model” is sensible – because it would forever be raising false alarms. 

 

The tendency to focus on true positives is easy to understand. Practically, illustrations of real 

change tend to be dramatic – “client fortunes saved by early detection” or “if only you had used 

method XYZ”. False alarms, where they are noticed at all, can usually be explained away as the 

result of some internal or external intervention – a competitor response, or changes in the business 

landscape. The consequences of missing real change also just seem more severe than mistakenly 

seeing change where there is none. Yet unnecessary actions taken in response to imagined changes 

can be harmful. In the biological world, organisms adapt over time to suit their environments; when 

the environment changes, so must the organism. But in the absence of a new environment, random 

change is almost always harmful, resulting in early death or reduced productivity. The world of 

brands is perhaps not so different.    

 

We argue that when evaluating models, both false positive and false negative errors matter. 

Statistical modelling can help here, but only partially because in statistical modelling the focus is 

actually reversed, at least traditionally. Statistics tends to focus on false positives rather than false 

negatives (Type 1 rather than Type 2 errors). The infamous p-level is nothing other than the false 

positive rate. And so by their nature statistical methods are conservative. They try to avoid 

concluding that there is a change where there is none. This means that they usually need a fair 
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amount of data before they can be “confident” that an observed change is real and not due to 

random variation. As we will see, this brings its own problems. 

 

What is needed is a change in mind-set. False positive and false negatives can both be evaluated 

easily enough. It is just that we tend to ignore some of this information. In some circumstances the 

oversight doesn’t matter much. But when it comes to difficult problems like detecting change, it 

becomes crucial. In the following sections we look at two approaches that attempt to distinguish 

real changes from random fluctuations. We will attempt to critically evaluate them, both from the 

perspective of their ability to pick up real change, and their tendency to cry wolf. 

 

Tools for detecting change 

 

A huge number of methods exist for detecting change in time series. In this section we look at two 

common methods that represent different “schools of thought” about how the problem can best be 

addressed.  

 

Traditional statistical hypothesis testing: Chow tests 

 

One approach is to set up and test a statistical hypothesis that there has been no change from one 

time period to another. Each time period is represented by a group of data points. In the simplest 

case, we could just ask whether the mean of the first time period is equal to the mean of the second 

time period. More complex cases can test whether the variability, or the slopes of regression lines, 

differs in the two time periods. Generally, the hypothesis can be stated as 

 

                     

       {
             
             

 

 

where    is the time-point where the change occurs. The most popular implementation of this 

general approach is the so-called “Chow test” (Chow, 1960) 

 

1. Fit a single regression model using all observations. Note the errors made by this model, and 

collect these into a vector for the “full” model         

2. Fit two separate regressions, one in each of the two time-periods split by the change-point   . 

Note the errors made by the first-period model, and collect these into a vector    . Note the 

errors made by the second-period model, and collect these into a vector    .  

3. Collect    and    together into a vector of errors for the “separate” model      

4. Calculate a test statistic 

    
     

           
     

    
     

      
⁄

 

5. Reject    if  the test statistic     exceeds the critical value drawn from an  -distribution with   

and      degrees of freedom. 

 

The obvious drawback of this approach is that the time that the change occurs must be known, but 

there are modifications that remove this requirement. One approach is to calculate test statistics for 

all potential change-points in the time series and to reject    if any of these statistics are too large. 

This is sometimes known as the Quandt-Andrews test (Andrews, 1993; Andrews & Ploberger, 

1994). The calculation of critical values for comparison with these test statistics is more 

complicated because there are now many of them, but these can be obtained in standard statistical 

software. These effectively calculate the critical value so that there is a probability of   that the 
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largest of the test statistics exceeds the critical value. The value   is simply the desired significance 

level, to be specified by the user. 

 

Example 

 

We now carry out the test described above on our two illustrative datasets. We use the strucchange 

package in R for all calculations and plotting. Figure 3 shows the results from Chow tests for 

significant changes in mean “buzz” levels of the iPhone and Woolworths brands, using all the data 

at our disposal. At each time point   , the F-statistic tests the mean “buzz” before and after time    

for differences. The red horizontal line indicates a 5% significance level. The iPhone series shows a 

highly significant change at      . The Woolworths series also shows a significant change at 

     , although it is far less significant than the iPhone result, reflecting the uncertainty discussed 

earlier. Note that we do not obtain F-statistics for all time points. Because the Chow test fits models 

before and after each possible change-point   , it needs there to be at least a minimum amount of 

data on either side of this point. Thus, test statistics are not calculated for the first or last two data 

points. 

 
 

Figure 3: Results from Chow tests for significant changes in mean “buzz” levels of the iPhone and Woolworths brands, 

using all data points. 

 

Figure 4 shows similar Chow test results, but no longer using the full sequence of data points. 

Specifically, we retain three data points after the “change” detected in Figure 3 (so that we use the 

first 14 and 15 points for the iPhone and Woolworths series respectively). The point of this figure is 

to demonstrate the difficulty of dynamically monitoring marketing data for change. While the 

iPhone change remains easily detectable, the change in Woolworths’ fortune is no longer clear, 

even 3 months after the “change”. 

 

Quality control methods: exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) charts  

 

Quality control methods, of which cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts and exponentially weighted 

moving average (EWMA) charts are perhaps the best known example, often use a known “control” 

or “calibration period” to set up bounds to indicate what can be considered an “in control” process. 

Future data is then evaluated against these bounds, and an alarm is triggered if the new point lies 

outside the bounds. In most modern variants, the bounds themselves have the capacity to change as 

new data comes in.  
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Figure 4: Results from Chow tests for significant changes in mean “buzz” levels of the iPhone and Woolworths brands, 

using reduced datasets– only up to 3 data points after the change detected in Figure 3. This figure shows the difficulty 

of dynamically monitoring marketing data for change.  

 

In the EWMA model, the current data point    is an exponentially weighted sum of past values i.e. 

defined as 

                 
 

where       is a smoothing constant giving the relative weight assigned to the current 

observation   . If this moving average is “big enough” or “small enough”, an alarm will be 

triggered to indicate a suspected change. The upper and lower control limits giving the bounds on 

the “in control” process are given, in their steady state, by: 

         √ 
     ⁄  

         √ 
     ⁄  

where    and   are the estimated “in-control” reference value (usually the mean) and standard 

deviation respectively, and   is the desired width of the control limits (the larger   is, the larger a 

change must be in order to be detected). In our analysis, we set        and   is set to be 3 times 

the standard deviation of the data within the calibration period. 

 

Example 

 

We now construct EWMA charts for the two illustrative datasets. We use the qcc package in R for 

all calculations and plotting. Figure 5 shows the constructed EWMA charts for the online popularity 

of iPhone and Woolworths. The calibration period for EWMA charts must be chosen with some 

caution, although it is reasonably robust to small changes in the calibration period. We use the first 

ten periods in both series. The upper and lower confidence limits are denoted UCL and LCL 

respectively. Any value outside these limits is flagged as indicating a significant change, at 

approximately the 5% level. Actual data points are indicated by cross, the moving averages by solid 

circles. 
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Figure 5: Exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) charts checking for significant changes in mean “buzz” 

levels of the iPhone and Woolworths brands, using all data points. The first 10 data points have arbitrarily been chosen 

as “calibration” sample.  

 

The results show that the change in the iPhone’s popularity would be detected very quickly, 

following the large increase occurring at time point 12. Note that the change in the Woolworths 

series is, as in Figure 3, identified as a “real” change, but it takes much longer than the iPhone 

series before the method can be sure enough to conclude this: the first time that a change is flagged 

is at time 16, following four consecutive low values.   

 

Can models reliably detect changes in marketing data? 

 

The aim of this section is to assess how reliably the methods described above detect change. As 

already discussed, this evaluation must answer two questions: 

 

1. How often is change detected when it really does occur? 

2. How often is change detected when in reality there is none?  

 

Testing for change using real data is complicated by the fact that there is no objective way of 

knowing whether a change detected by a method is “real” or not. While individual case studies 

might provide compelling illustrations of detecting or missing change, they cannot be used to draw 

any general conclusions. For this reason, we use simulated data in the format of a simulation 

experiment. With simulated data, one can specify if and exactly when a change occurs, as well as 

the size and nature of that change, and then objectively assess each method’s ability to detect those 

changes.   

 

Outline of simulation 

 

The simulation begins by specifying parameters for the underlying time series data. This specifies 

in general terms what the data should look like, including the nature of any change that will be 

simulated. It is important to note that this does not specify the actual values, just the distributions 

from which these values are drawn.  

 

Our simulation uses two time periods, so there is at most a single change-point. Before the change-

point, data is generated using one set of parameter values. After the change-point, the data is 

generated using a different set of parameter values.  
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The following parameters are varied as part of the simulation experiment: 

 

1. The number of time periods that occur before the change-point. This is systematically varied 

from 3 to 20 periods. Giving the methods only 3 periods before the change occurs represents 

a strict test of a model’s ability. With 20 time periods, it would be clear even to the naked 

eye that the underlying process is fairly stationary. 

2. The number of time periods that occur after the change-point. This is varied from 3 to 10 

periods. The ideal is of course to detect change immediately. A model that only detects a 

change after it has occured for 10 periods, on the other hand, would seem to be too slow to 

be practically useful to marketers (bearing in mind that tracking studies are usually repeated 

no more often than monthly). 

3. The change in the average level of the time series that occurs at the change-point. This is 

varied from 0 to 5 units. The variance of the data the data is held constant at 1, so that the 

change in the mean can be interpreted as being between 0 and 5 standard deviations. Where 

the change is 0, there is of course no change – this allows us to investigate how often false 

alarms are raised by each method (the false positive rate). 

 
Figure 6 shows some typical sequences that are generated by the simulation. These give some insight into what changes 

of different magnitudes typically look like. Readers can decide for themselves what magnitude of change they think a 

reliable detection method “should” pick up, and how quickly. 

 
Figure 6: Some typical sequences generated by the simulation 

 

For each combination of simulation parameters, 1000 unique datasets are generated so that reliable 

aggregate performance statistics can be generated. For each time series, we track whether a change 

was detected in the correct place. These outcome measures are aggregated and summarised in the 

results section below. We test four possible models: 

 

1. A “conservative” Chow test using a 5% significance level. This means that a change is only 

flagged if it is significant at the 5% level.  

2. An “agressive” Chow test using a 20% significance level. Here a change will be flagged if it is 

significant at the 20% level.  

3. A “conservative” EWMA model. For a change-point to be flagged as significant, more than 

75% of the subsequent data points must be outside the specified bounds. 

4. An “aggressive” EWMA model. For a change-point to be flagged as significant, more than 50% 

of the subsequent data points must be outside the specified bounds.  

 

Results 

 

Figure 7 shows the probability of correctly detecting an actual change when it occurs, based on our 

simulated time series data. The results show the challenge involved in rapidly detecting changes in 

marketing patterns. Since all the simulated datasets contain real changes, we would like the 
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probabilities to be as close to 1 as possible. Most marketers, we think, would expect the methods 

they are using to detect a change of two or perhaps three standard deviations fairly reliably – say 

80% of the time. Yet whether this expectation is realised is highly dependent on how much data is 

available, and we think that in many marketing studies methods will fall short.  

 

Let us take a realistic enough example, where a marketer has observed a brand for ten periods and 

then a two standard deviation change occurs. Both the conservative Chow tests and EWMA models 

only detect that change within five or fewer periods with approximately 40% reliability. That is, 

more than 60% of the time that change goes unnoticed (at least until further observations have been 

gathered). It is only a conjecture, but we think that most marketers would be surprised, unpleasantly 

so, by this kind of performance. 

 

 
 
Figure 7: Probability of detecting an actual change in simulated longitudinal data. Results are shown for four models: 

two Chow models and two EWMA models. The size of simulated changes is measured in units of standard deviation. 

 

So when do these methods perform well? One of two conditions must hold. Either there must be a 

relatively large amount of data on both sides of the change-point, or the change must be very large 

in magnitude. Figure 7 provides the details on what constitutes “large enough” in each case. To 

summarise, a four or five standard deviation change can be detected almost immediately, almost 

regardless of how little data there is. Such a large change is unusual in marketing data, at least in 

our in our experience. To pick up a two or three standard deviation change with more than 80% 

reliability however, one needs 10-15 points before and 5-10 points after the change-point. Having 

that much data (waves in a tracking study, for example) is, again in our experience, unfortunately 

not the norm in marketing research.  

 

Next, we drill down into the false positive results by showing further detail on those sequences in 

which there was in fact no change in the underlying mean. This is done In Figure 8 below. Because 

the false positive rates are generally fairly low (under 10%), the shading used in Figure 7 does not 
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show a great deal of detail. In addition, we show results for different amounts of variation in the 

simulated data (remembering that the mean is constant throughout).  

 
 

Figure 8: Further detail on the probability of false positives. In this case there are no “real” changes in the mean, so 

any detected change is false. Results are shown for the same four models as Figure 7. Note that the scale lies between 

0% and 20% only. 

 

Figure 8 shows clearly that the “aggressive” methods (which showed a greater ability to detect 

actual change) also have higher false positive rates, as expected. The aggressive EWMA model is 

particularly vulnerable to false positives when the calibration period is short (less than 5 

observations), in which case up to 20% of all sequences are incorrectly flagged as containing 

changes. The EWMA models, however, do improve markedly if the calibration period contains 

more observations. Our results suggest that more than 10 observations in a calibration period is 

enough to make false positives more or less disappear. Surprisingly, it does not matter much how 

many observations are in the post-“change” period. This turns out to be because the EWMA models 

are only “backward looking”. If a time-point is incorrectly as a “change”, it will continue to be 

flagged regardless of what comes after it. 

 

The Chow test, on the other hand, remains susceptible to false positives whenever an “aggressive” 

approach is followed, regardless of how much or how little data there is. More false alarms tend to 

be triggered when data is more plentiful (either before or after the incorrectly identified “change”). 

This suggests that the Chow test is overestimating the contribution made by increased sample sizes.  

 

Guidelines for practice 

 

In this section we try to give some practical advice to marketers who find themselves making use of 

diagnostic information about marketing trends over time, in the form of statistical analyses. These 

guidelines are based on the experiments above as well as our own experience to-date. 
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1. Detecting change in an aggregate metric (a number that is calculated as the average over a 

whole sample or survey) is relatively easy, provided that one has a large enough sample. 

Usually a few hundred respondents will be enough to pick up even relatively small changes. 

Detecting changes in a single number is much more difficult. Example of such datasets include 

respondent-level measures, or metrics that you only receive a single piece of data on at each 

time point, such as the “Google trends” data used in the illustrations. Analysis based on 

secondary sources is often of this form.  

2. When trying to detect change in a single number, be aware that change will not be picked up 

quickly (within 5 surveys or data-collection points) unless that change is of a very large 

magnitude (roughly, 4 or 5 standard deviations). Most changes in marketing trends will take at 

least between 5 and 10 surveys to pick up reliably. This occurs even with the best current 

approaches. Marketers should be very wary of expecting (or promising to clients) to be able to 

pick up small changes within a few surveys. 

3. This leaves the marketer with three practical options: (1) collect data at the usual rate, and wait 

until enough data has been collected to be sure of a change; (2) collect data more often; (3) use 

detection methods in a more “aggressive” mode, but accept that many of the detected “changes” 

will be false alarms. We think that these are the only choices available, at least until better 

methods come along. Marketers need to be honest about what approach they want to take. 

4. We think that the first option has little merit. It is a “wait and see” option that does little to 

address the real issues. More importantly, by the time a change is detected, it will often be too 

late to do anything about it. Collecting more data has obvious expenses, but is perhaps the 

choice that most directly addresses client concerns: change will be detected more quickly, 

without raising too many false alarms. Using methods in an “aggressive” mode is arguably what 

many marketers do today. As we argued before, this is at least partly self-serving: it is easier to 

explain away a false alarm than a seismic shift that went undetected until it was too late. We 

think that acting on too many false alarms can be damaging in the long run, but we 

acknowledge that others may hold opposing views and that the outcome of this debate is far 

from obvious. 

 

Bayesian change-point models 

 

If indeed there has been a change in some marketing phenomenon (market share, awareness, 

likelihood of defection, etc), then one way of viewing the problem is to say that there are two 

independent processes that have generated the observed data. One process takes place before the 

change, and the other after. Accordingly, the full dataset can be partitioned into blocks such that the 

parameters of each statistical process are constant within each block but differ independently 

between blocks. The beginning of each block indicates the position of the change-point. Models 

such as these are called product partition models or “change-point” models. In this section we give 

a brief introduction to these models and apply it to a number of datasets. We believe that this 

approach (or rather, family of approaches) offers a flexible, general-purpose approach to the 

modelling of change detection problems in marketing. 

 

Model description 

 

The mathematics of change-point models can quickly become complex, and here we try to give a 

more intuitive sketch of what the models do. Further details can be found in Barry and Hartigan 

(1992). To show that the models can be applied to effectively any type of marketing data, we use an 

example where data are decidedly non-normal.  

 

Figure 9 shows a number of hypothetical purchase histories that we use to give an intuitive idea of 

the types of change detected by our approach. In each plot the observed sequence of purchases is 

indicated by solid red circles – the data here can only take on two possible values: one, indicating 
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that a brand of interest (called brand A) was bought on that occasion; and zero, indicating that it 

was not bought that time. This data is binary. More technically, the observed purchase data comes 

from a Bernoulli random variable    with parameter    denoting the probability that an individual 

purchases a brand of interest at time    i.e.             . The vector                

constitutes a time series which, when observed, denotes an individual’s purchase history.  The solid 

lines indicate the posterior probability that a change in the underlying purchase probability occurred 

at time  . It is these posterior probabilities that are the key results obtained from the change-point 

model. 

 

Figure 9(a) shows a change in behaviour at time    . Because of the small number of occasions 

involved, the probability that this is due to a true change in purchase probability is only moderate; it 

is more likely to be due to stochastic variation alone. Figure 9(b) shows the same comprehensive 

change in behaviour at time     but because the sequence is longer the posterior probability of a 

change is considerably higher. Figure 9(c) shows a less comprehensive change in behaviour in 

which a hypothetical panellist buys a brand “infrequently” (1/6 occasions) and then “frequently” 

(5/6 occasions). Because the sequence is still relatively short, the effect of this less comprehensive 

change is to greatly decrease the probability of a change in underlying purchase probabilities. 

However, if the magnitude of the change (in proportional terms) is held constant but the sequence 

extended, the change-point probability increases once more (Figure 9(d)). This illustrates that 

change-point models consider both the magnitude and duration of potential changes in underlying 

purchase probabilities. 

 

 
Figure 9: Hypothetical purchase histories with posterior probabilities indicating of change as estimated by the change-

point model. 
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The aim of the change-point model is to estimate the location of any change-points that may exist 

together with the underlying choice probability between change-points. Several approaches have 

been proposed. Chib (1998) and Netzer, et al., (2008) model the underlying latent state as a discrete 

time, discrete state Markov process. Hawkins (2001) develops maximum likelihood estimates of 

change-points and associated parameters. Arguably the most popular approach (Barry & Hartigan, 

1993) employs product partition models, which is followed here. In fact, there are many similarities 

between the approaches, and the usual product partition model can also be viewed as a constrained 

version of Chib (1998) where the probability of change is independent of the current state. 

   

The estimation of change-points is performed by partitioning the sequence of choice probabilities 

               (which govern the sequence of purchases  ) into adjacent blocks, such that the 

choice probabilities are equal within each block but differ independently between blocks. The 

beginning of each block indicates the position of the change-point. The estimation of the underlying 

choice probability between change-points follows directly. Following Barry and Hartigan (1993) all 

estimation is carried out using a Bayesian analysis. This allows one to specify prior information on 

the likelihood of change and the underlying choice probabilities, and provides posterior information 

about the likelihood as well as the location of any prospective change-points.  

 

Example 

 

We now fit Bayesian change-point models to our two illustrative datasets. We use the bcp package 

in R for all calculations and plotting. In contrast to the binary data examples used above, the online 

popularity data is approximately normally distributed. This presents no problem for the Bayesian 

change-point approach: we simply use the normally-distributed variant of this approach.  

 

Figure 10 shows the results of fitting a Bayesian change-point model to the iPhone and Woolworths 

data. Note that there are now two pieces of information provided by the model, each shown in its 

own plot. The top plots (with vertical axes labelled “posterior means”) show the observed data (red 

dots) and estimated mean “buzz” level at each time point (solid line). The bottom plots (with 

vertical axes labelled “posterior probability”) show the estimated probability that each time point is 

a change-point (i.e. that a significant shift in the mean occurred at that time point). 

 

The iPhone results show clearly that there was a real change in the iPhone’s popularity at time point 

11. The top plot of the mean popularity shows an increase from around 20 basis points to around 32 

points by time point 15. The change-point model gives a probability of approximately 1 that a 

change occurred – that is, the model is highly confident that the change is “real”. Note that the 

model picks up some additional information, specifically that there may in fact have been a shift to 

a very high popularity at time 11, followed by a small decrease at time 14. This effect makes good 

intuitive sense: following the release of the iPhone 4, one would have expected a large initial 

“buzz” that would to a certain extent die down over time. 
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Figure 10: Results from fitting a Bayesian change-point model testing for significant changes in mean “buzz” levels of 

the iPhone and Woolworths brands. 

 

In contrast, there is much more uncertainty about the Woolworths series. The change-point model 

indicates that there is only about a 20% probability that the change at time point 12 is a “real” 

change. The top plot of posterior mean popularity shows a small decrease but, given the amount of 

data present, the model cannot be sure about whether this change is substantial enough to be flagged 

as significant. In this case, it would be up to the user to decide whether a 20% chance is large 

enough to act on. 

 

Performance of the change-point model on simulated data 

 

Having looked at how the Bayesian change-point model performs on our two illustrative data sets, 

we now evaluate the model in a more systematic way using the same simulated data sets used 

previously to assess the Chow test and EWMA model. We use exactly the same simulated datasets 

and experimental set-up. Because the change-point model does not explicitly flag a change as 

“significant” or “not significant”, we need to specify what posterior probability we are willing to 

accept as good enough evidence that a change has really occurred. Again, we apply the model in an 

“aggressive” and “conservative” mode: 

 

1. A “conservative” Bayesian change-point model requires a 67% posterior probability (i.e. a 2/3 

majority vote) that a change has occurred before it is flagged as significant. That is, it must be 

twice as likely that a change has occurred than it has not. 

2. An “aggressive” Bayesian change-point model requires only a 33% posterior probabilty that a 

change has occurred before it is flagged as significant. 

 

Figures 11 and 12 show, respectively, the probability of correctly detecting an actual change when 

it occurs, and the probability of incorrectly detecting a change when in fact there has been none, 

based on our simulated time series data. The figures can be compared directly to the results for the 

Chow and EWMA models shown in Figures 7 and 8. 
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Figure 11: Probability of detecting an actual change in simulated longitudinal data. Results are shown for two 

Bayesian change-point models. The size of simulated changes is measured in units of standard deviation. 

 
 

Figure 12: Further detail on the probability of false positives. In this case there are no “real” changes in the mean, so 

any detected change is false. Results are shown for the same two models as Figure 11. Note that the scale lies between 

0% and 20% only. 

 

The “conservative” change-point model gives a performance that is very similar to the 

“conservative” Chow test, in terms of both sensitivity to real change and the propensity to give false 

alarms. Similarly, the “aggressive” change-point model gives a performance that is very similar to 

the “aggressive” Chow test. The change-point model, however, has a number of features that make 

it a more attractive option than the Chow test: 

 

 The basic Chow test (used in the simulations) requires that one knows or hypothesises where the 

change-point lies. The Bayesian change-point model makes no such assumptions.  

 The Bayesian change-point model can account for more than one change-point. That is, it 

handles time series in which there a multiple changes to the mean. 

 The Chow test is developed for normally distributed data. The Bayesian change-point model is a 

flexible approach that can be adapted for any data distribution. 

 The Bayesian change-point model allows the user to explicitly specify how sensitive they want 

to be to change. If a user want to be certain of a change before acting on it, they should only 
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consider changes with a high posterior probability attached (greater than 0.8, for example). If a 

user wants to be sure of picking up any change quickly, and doesn’t mind acting on a few false 

alarms in the process, they might be willing to accept a much smaller posterior probability (like 

the 0.2 shown in the Woolworths case study, for example). 

 

Application as an early-warning system 

 

Another useful feature of the Bayesian change-point model is that it provides a simple way to 

dynamically monitor individual-level purchase sequences for changes. One can do this by assessing 

the observed sequence-to-date for change-points following each new purchase. Figure 13 shows an 

example using a purchase sequence taken from our data. The bold solid line in the top plot shows 

the posterior mean purchases at each time-point. The same line in the bottom plot shows the 

posterior probability of a change-point occurring at each time-point. In both cases these have been 

computed from the first 25 purchase occasions. 

 

There is reasonably strong evidence for an increase in purchase probability at purchase occasion 12. 

It is instructive to consider how early this change might have been detected, by running the change-

point model for the first                    observations. Results are indicated by the dashed 

lines in each of the two plots. The purchase of the “other” brand at purchase 14 means that a 

change-point is not strongly suggested if the first 14 observations are used – the signal provided by 

the purchase of brand   at      and      is not sufficiently strong. The signal is somewhat 

clearer once 16 purchases have been recorded, but it is only after 19 purchases that the change-point 

is clearly identified. It is also worth noting that the change-point model using the first 19 purchases 

suggests a second change-point at     , where the estimated purchase probability increases once 

again. However, the failure to continue purchasing brand   at      and      means that once 

25 purchases have past it is only the change-point at      that remains flagged. In fact, this 

situation persists until the end of the full sequence of 59 purchase occasions made by this particular 

person (not shown here).  

 

 
Figure 13: Evolution of change-point results over time. Plot shows posterior means and probabilities for the first   

observations of a panellist's purchase history, where                    
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Conclusion 

 

Markets tend to be highly complex systems consisting of many interacting, inter-related 

components (individuals, suppliers, intermediaries). In complex systems like these, predicting what 

will happen next with any kind of reliability is an exceedingly difficult task. Marketers do not 

always realise this, with the result that unrealistic expectations are created that can only have 

negative consequences. Hindsight bias is a constant danger. Far too often, it appears obvious that 

what happened in reality happened for precise, well-known reasons; and that in fact it could only 

have happened that way. Relying on explanations of events that are formulated after the fact leads 

us to think of the future as much more obvious that it really is. The number of unexpected 

marketing trends provides ample evidence of just how difficult it is to be right about the future. In 

the first part of this paper, we used this line of reasoning to argue that, rather than trying to predict 

changes that will occur in the future, marketers should focus their energy on detecting real changes 

when they occur, and act on them as soon as possible. 

 

The second part of the paper was devoted to showing that detecting change in a single number is 

itself a highly challenging task, and that conventional statistical methods are not always up to that 

task. Marketers need to be more aware of the limitations of statistical tools in rapidly diagnosing 

change. Most techniques will need at least 5 to 10 observations before they detect all but the very 

largest changes. For many marketing applications, this is simply too long. Marketers therefore have 

two possible choices: collect data more often, thus shortening the lead time before a change can be 

detected; or use statistical methods in a non-conventional, “aggressive” mode, accepting less 

“significant” results (i.e. a 20% significance level rather than a 5% significance level) but with a 

consequent rise in the number of false alarms. We think that the choice is by no means a simple 

one, but that the former seems to offer more promise. With some imagination traditional surveys 

can be interspersed with cheaper, faster data collection methods, and that in this way change can be 

detected more quickly without sacrificing research quality by detecting too many false alarms. For 

example, many secondary data sources can be consulted for free or relatively cheaply. Online 

“crowdsourcing” data collection tools like Survey Monkey or Amazon’s Mechanical Turk allow 

any researcher to conduct a snap survey of a few hundred respondents within hours. 

 

In the final part of the paper, we provided an introduction to one of the newer change detection 

methods, called Bayesian change-point models. These are statistical models that provide somewhat 

more flexibility than the more conventional statistical tools often used in market research. 

Specifically, they can handle just about any type of data that one is likely to come across as a 

marketer, and they allow the user to calibrate just how “sensitive” to change they wish to be, and 

how willing they are to accept a certain number of false alarms. The methods can also be applied 

retrospectively, to detect past change, or in a real-time “monitoring” mode, to detect whether a 

current observation (a survey result just gathered, for example) indicates a substantial change. 

These methods are just one example of a new trend towards “early warning” systems that are 

gathering momentum in many areas – disease outbreak detection, the analysis of crime hotspots, 

diagnosing economic and financial stresses. Many of these developments have immediate 

application to marketing. 

 

In summary, it is an exciting time to be working as a quantitative market researcher. One of the 

criticisms often made of marketing research is of its ability to contribute in real-time to crafting 

overall corporate strategy. One of the requirements for this to happen is an ability to be able to 

respond to change as rapidly as managers who may prefer to use their intuition rather than wait for 

the results of a survey. To date, there has perhaps not been enough acknowledgement of just how 

difficult this task is. But understanding the problem is a great step towards solving it. In addition, 

there is at the same time a movement towards methods that do not attempt just to say whether a past 

change is significant, but whether a current observation indicates that something may be out of the 
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ordinary. With any luck, the next few years will see a great improvement in marketing’s ability to 

“predict the future”. 
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